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What it delivers:

What you can do:

•

•

•
•

Centralized and uniform poster production
for your authors
Guaranteed delivery to the location of
your choice
Full integration with your current
ScholarOne Abstract site

•
•

Reduce administrative efforts spent on
production and shipping logistics
Provide your speakers with an easy-to-use
resource for their meeting preparation
Receive posters in a single shipment clearly
identified, organized, and ready for display

Meetings are one of the most important forums for your members to exchange information and
share emerging research and trends. They are also a key source or revenue for societies and
associations. So why not let your presenters focus on their research and not their presentation
materials? Now, ScholarOne Abstract users can offer their speakers a quick and easy solution for
producing their poster presentations. We coordinate the formatting requirements, file collection,
printing process, and deliver the posters any place you choose – your offices or your meeting site.
And all at no cost to you.

FAST FILE AND PAYMENT COLLECTION

With ScholarOne’s Poster Production service, the entire collection process is automated. When
you accept an abstract for inclusion in your meeting from your current ScholarOne Abstracts site,
our production team can easily import the related stubs into a Content Check-In site specifically
designed for meetings poster production. Your presenters then simply click a link within an email
that is generated from the system and upload their poster files. And using our e-Commerce
capabilities, we bill the presenter directly – no billing or forms for you to manage.

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTION

Once a poster is submitted, we automatically batch export the files to our printing partner with the
presenter’s information. They quickly produce professional looking posters, package them with the
complete session information, and ship them to the location of your choice. Your meetings posters
arrive at your office or on-site, complete with the program number, title, and author name – ready for
your presenters to pick-up.

FLEXIBLE, WORRY–FREE DELIVERY

When your authors use ScholarOne’s Poster Production service, we make sure their poster arrives
on time and even provide them with instructions on where and when they can collect their materials
before they arrive on-site. But our meeting support team understands that when coordinating
multiple speakers, there is always the chance that a deadline will be missed or a last minute addition
may be made. That’s why our Poster Production service implemented a process to handle both late
printing and shipment requests. If posters need to be shipped after the standard deadline, generally
1 week before the meeting, our printing partner can package all posters into one shipment and send
them directly to the site for you to disseminate. We also offer a rush printing option if a presenter
needs to have their poster printed or re-printed at the last minute.

“I wanted to let you know that the posters you printed for me for DDW
were beautifully done. Much higher quality than those I have had
printed locally in the past, and at a better price, too. I hope your
company’s services will be available at subsequent DDW’s!”
— Justin L. Sewell, MD, MPH
Clinical Fellow, Division of Gastroenterology University of California San Francisco
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ScholarOne, a Thomson Reuters Business provides comprehensive workflow management systems for
scholarly journals, books, and conferences. Its Web-based applications enable publishers to manage the
submission, peer review, production, and publication processes more efficiently, increasing their profile
among authors, decreasing time-to-market for critical scientific data, and lowering infrastructure costs.
ScholarOne offers workflow solutions for the submission and review of manuscripts, abstracts, proceedings,
books, grants & awards and production. Supporting over 365 societies and publishers, over 3,400 books
and journals, and 13 million users, ScholarOne is the industry leader.
Find out more ScholarOne production
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